
OVERVIEW:  Responsibility is essential for becoming a healthy, happy, and productive person, and it is the basis for a 

free and civil society where each person does what he or she is expected to do. This begins at home where children learn to take care 

of their belongings, clean up after themselves, do chores with a good attitude, finish their homework, and resolve conflicts peacefully. 

Encourage your children to take responsibility in “little things” so they are ready for greater opportunities in the future!

CHARACTER QUIZ:   
1.   What are some different roles you play, or “hats” you wear:   _________________   _________________   _________________

2.   A responsible person…    a. tells the truth.    b. helps other people.    c. finishes chores.    d. all the above. 
3.   What do bald eagles throw to one another when choosing a mate? _____________________________________________________ 
4.   How do parent eagles care for their young? _________________________________________________________________________ 
5.   What should you do when you realize you made a mistake? ___________________________________________________________

Responsibility  
 

Definition:  Taking ownership of my thoughts, 
words, and actions

I WILL...  

  Know what’s expected.
  Keep my commitments.
  Do my best.
  Not make excuses.
  Correct my mistakes.

The Bald Eagle is 
a great example of
responsibility. Both 
male and female do 
their part to take 
care of the nest, 
their young, and 
one another.
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This curriculum offers approximately  
3 hours of instruction, divided into  
3 sections. Each section can be broken 
into smaller pieces if you prefer short 
lessons. For additional resources, visit 
www.CharacterFirstEd.com.  

3 WAYS TO BUILD 
RESPONSIBILITY: 
Educate 
Focus on responsibility for a period of 
time. Use the lessons in this curriculum 
to talk about responsibility and why it 
matters. Look for ways to emphasize 
responsibility in other subjects, such as 
math, reading, language, history, social 
studies, science, music, health, and 
athletics.

Evaluate
Think about daily decisions in the light 
of good character. Ask yourself and your 
students, “Is this the right thing to do?” 
Use the “I Wills” on page 4 as behavioral 
objectives, and refer to these standards 
when correcting negative attitudes 
and behavior.

Celebrate
Catch people doing good and point  
out the character qualities they 
demonstrated. Children thrive on sincere 
encouragement, so don’t overlook the 
little opportunities to praise each day! 
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Item: 04122

DEFINE RESPONSIBILITY
(Discussion, 15 minutes) 

Point out and discuss the key words and phrases in the definition. Review  
and commit the definition to memory. 

Definition:
Taking ownership of my thoughts, words, and actions. 

The word responsibility comes from the Latin word responsibilis, which means 
“requiring an answer.”  The main concept is that every individual must give an 
answer—or an account—for his or her choices.

Related concepts: 
Duty, accountability, obligations, roles, reliability, dependability, maturity

Discussion: 
l  It’s easy to take responsibility or ownership when things go well. Why is it hard 

to take responsibility when things don’t go well?

l What is the opposite of responsibility? (unreliability, blaming others, making 
excuses)

l  Who do you trust more—someone who owns up to mistakes or someone who 
covers them up? Why? 

l How do you think responsibility can help you in school? At home?  

“ We have not passed that subtle line between childhood 
and adulthood…until we have stopped saying, ‘It got lost,’ 
and say, ‘I lost it.’” —Sydney J. Harris

WHAT HATS DO YOU WEAR?
(Exploration, 15 minutes)

Bring an assortment of hats (or hat photos) to class, and
explain how each hat represents a different job or role.

Each of the following hats comes with
certain duties or responsibilities. Can
you name some of the things these
people are expected to do?

l Construction hard hat
l Nurse’s cap
l Firefighter’s helmet
l Baseball cap
l Football helmet
l Western or cowboy hat
l Graduation cap
l Chef’s hat
l Military cap (soldier, sailor, airman)

Some jobs don’t require a specific hat, but they still have certain
responsibilities. List some things you would expect from a
student, teacher, classmate, parent, friend, or neighbor. 

NO EXCUSES!
(Project, 15 minutes)

Use this lesson to encourage students to stop making
excuses and take ownership of their choices.

Almost everyone recognizes the international symbol for “NO!”
It is a red circle with a red diagonal bar crossing out a picture of
whatever is prohibited.

Challenge students to stop making excuses by making a red
sign with the word “EXCUSES” slashed through it. Have students
write common excuses on the sign so they know what phrases
to avoid, such as I’m tired, I forgot, I was busy, I didn’t know, She
started it, or He told me to.

Supplies: Red and white paper, scissors, pens, or pencils.
Download a craft template at www.CharacterFirstEd.com.
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Praising for
Responsibility
Reinforce positive behaviors with some 
of these phrases and tips:  

l  “Thank you for being responsible and 
putting your books away so quickly.” 

l  “I know it’s hard to apologize and ask 
for forgiveness. But that’s part of taking 
responsibility, and I’m proud of you for 
making things right.”

l  “Thank you for sitting quietly in class. 
That’s part of being a responsible 
student!” 

Give Immediate 
Feedback
Praise in the moment— 
when you see good  
things happen— 
so students know 
they met your 
expectations. To 
delay creates doubt 
whether or not they 
made the right choice, or if it even 
matters.

Find Something Positive
If children are repeatedly told they are 
“irresponsible,” it’s no surprise when 
they live up to that expectation. 
On the other hand, recognizing 
“little” moments when they show 
responsibility prompts them to do 
it again…and again.

Use Real-Life Examples
Look for news events and life 
situations that illustrate 
responsibility. Point out what 
someone did (or didn’t do), and 
what you can learn from it.

I WILL… 
(Discussion, 25 minutes) 

1. Know What’s Expected.
  Who you are determines what you are expected to do—as a student, classmate, 

citizen, friend, son, daughter, brother, sister, etc. Knowing what’s expected and 
fulfilling your duties is practice for future roles—as employee, spouse, parent, 
and neighbor.

 l  What are some roles you currently play? Name at least four.
 l  What is expected with each role?

2. Keep My Commitments.  
  When you promise to eat lunch with your friend, do not break your promise if 

someone more popular invites you to eat together. Keep your word, even when 
it is hard. This means you should be careful what you promise and don’t make 
commitments you can’t keep.

 l  What should you do when you realize you can’t keep a commitment?
 l  What does it mean to have “a good name”?

3. Do My Best.  
  Do not cheat yourself by doing a half-hearted job. Give your very best at school, 

at home, in sports, and in everything you do. 

 l  If you forget to study and get a bad grade, who else does that affect?
 l  Why should you do your best in the “little” assignments?

4. Not Make Excuses.  
  Take responsibility for your actions and do not look for someone else to blame. 

Admit your part, even if others were involved. 

 l   What’s wrong with making excuses?
 l  What’s the difference in saying, “It got lost,” and saying, “I lost it”?

5. Correct My Mistakes.  
  If you break something, repair or replace it. If you hurt someone, ask forgiveness 

and do what you can to make things right. This is also called “making 
restitution.” This doesn’t always remove the consequences, but it’s the first step 
toward rebuilding trust. 

 l   If someone cheated on a test, how can that person correct his or her mistake?  
 l  Why is clearing up mistakes better than covering them up? 

BUTTONS EVERYWHERE!
(Game, 20 minutes)

Use this game to teach students the importance of 
taking responsibilities seriously and not “dropping” any 
commitments.  

Gather a handful of buttons. (You can also use beans, marbles, 
or small rocks.) Pass the buttons from one person to the next 
until everyone has held them, trying not to drop any buttons!   
If you have a small group, pass the buttons several times.

If anyone drops 
a button, do not 
pick it up. After 
passing the 
buttons around, 
see how many 
buttons fell to the floor. 
Try passing the buttons again, but 
this time take extra care so you do not drop any.

Points to Ponder: 
l  Responsibility means taking ownership of your actions, like 

holding onto the buttons. If you let go, it makes a mess!

l  Dropping one or two commitments doesn’t seem like a big 
deal, but if you make that a habit, people won’t trust you. 

Supplies: Buttons, beans, marbles, or rocks

DO YOUR BEST
(Project, 20 minutes)

Help students make a craft that reminds them to do their 
best in everything they do.  

Instruct students to trace their hands on paper and write 
RESPONSIBILITY across the top. Write on each hand at least 
three ways they can do their best at school or at home. 

Decorate around the hands with colors, stickers, glitter, or 
anything else you want to add.  

Do Your Best: 
l  Listen to my teacher. l  Clean my room.
l  Be kind to classmates. l  Fold clothes.
l  Finish my homework. l  Feed my pet.
l  Follow the rules. l  Help in the kitchen.
l  Respect everyone. l  Have a cheerful attitude.

Supplies: Paper, pens, markers, decorations. Download a 
craft template at www.CharacterFirstEd.com.

MANAGING MONEY
(Project, 20 minutes)

Teach students to handle money responsibly by making a 
bank. Encourage them to work, save, spend, and give wisely. 

Help each student wrap a small box with paper and cut a hole 
in the top. Decorate the box and write BE RESPONSIBLE! on the 
top. See how much money they can earn and save each week. 

Points to Ponder:
l  Sometimes there is a big difference between what you need 

and what you want. You might want a new outfit or toy, but 
but do you really need it? Be careful how you spend your 
money (or someone else’s money) so you have enough for 
what you really need, such as food, clothing, and shelter.

l  Even if you have very little money, 
be responsible with what you 
have! If you are not responsible 
with $5, why should 
someone trust you 
with $50? 

Supplies: Boxes, 
 wrapping paper, 
 scissors, tape, 
 markers

            RESPONSIBILITY POEM
                   (Literacy Connection, 15 minutes)

Teach this poem as a way to memorize the five “I Wills.” 
You can also add hand motions to keep students active, 
available at www.CharacterFirstEd.com. 

I will keep all of my promises and no excuses make.
I’ll do all my work the best I can, whatever it may take.

I will make things right when I do wrong
 to clear my conscience through;
I will know and do what others are expecting me to do!

My character is what will make a leader out of me!
So next time through, let’s say it more ENTHUSIASTICALLY!
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George 
Washington
Carver
“George,” called 
Susan Carver from 
the front porch 
of her home.  
“Geooooooorge!”

“I’m coming, ma’am,” replied  
George as he ran back to the house.  
 “Look what I found!” he said to his 
Aunt Sue. 

George held out a handful of thin, green 
stalks with long, pointed pods drooping 
from one end like a paint brush. “They’re 
milkweeds. I want to keep them until 
they open up!“

“Be careful,” warned Mrs. Carver. “Don’t 
let those pods mess up our house.” 

A few weeks later, Aunt Susan found 
tiny seeds with soft, white fluffs floating 
throughout her home. They settled on 
the floor, in the water pail, and in a 
fresh tub of butter.  

“I’m very sorry,” George said. “I should 
have listened to you and kept the 
plants outside. I’ll clean up my mess 
right away!” 

Learn more about the remarkable 
scientist and inventor, George 
Washington Carver, at 
www.CharacterFirstEd.com.

The bald eagle’s life-long commitment to its mate and dedication to its young 
make it a noble emblem of many nations. 

 
THE BALD EAGLE  (Story, 15 minutes)

A shriek shattered the stillness of the morning. Overhead, two bald eagles whirled 
about each other. They pitched and dove, then wheeled and dodged each other at 
speeds of over 100 miles (160km) per hour!

The larger of the two birds, a female, carried a stick. Not a large stick, but big 
enough to be noticed by anyone watching the early morning sky. Without warning, 
in the midst of one of their aerial maneuvers, she dropped the stick.

Dropping the stick was no accident–it didn’t slip out of her talons. The female 
purposely let go of the stick to test the responsibility of the male. As the stick fell 
faster and faster, her prospective mate tilted his wings and flew after it. Diving 
faster than the falling object, he retrieved the stick and climbed back into the sky. 

For a moment the two birds flew side by side. Then the male dropped the stick. This 
time the female folded her wings and plunged after the stick, snatching it out of 
the air before it hit the ground. 

Although the stick-dropping took only a few minutes, the two eagles proved to 
each other that they could be trusted with responsibility.

Rising together into the sky, the two birds seemed to disappear. Higher and higher 
they went until they looked like dark specks against the blue backdrop. Suddenly 
the two birds locked talons, folded their wings, and fell through the sky.

They tumbled and fell until they were just a few hundred feet above the ground, 
then they let go of one another and spread their wings. Now the bond was secure, 
and the two eagles became life-long mates.

Building Together 
The two birds searched out and occupied the top branches of a very tall pine tree. 
The male left while the female guarded their perch. When he returned, the male 
carried several sticks. He carefully placed them within reach of his mate and flew 
away again.

The female knew exactly what to do. She quickly wedged the sticks between the 
branches of the pine tree. Before she had finished, the male returned with more 
sticks. By the time the nest was finished, the two eagles had collected and arranged 
several thousand sticks. Over the next ten years the nest would grow to more than 
10 feet across (3m) and weigh more than 2,000 pounds (900kg)!

Family Duties 
Within a few days, three large eggs appeared in the nest. The female faithfully 
incubated them with her body, keeping them warm during the cool nights and 
shielding them from the sun during the day.

While the female took care of the eggs, the male took 
responsibility for feeding his mate. Every day he went fishing 
and brought food back to the nest. Though the two eagles had 
different roles, each took its job very seriously.

In less than a month, the eggs finally hatched and three little 
eaglets filled the nest. Since the young still required protection, 
the female remained vigilant for another two weeks.

With three additional mouths to feed, the male eagle doubled 
his trips between the river and the nest. Dropping a fish in the 
nest, he watched as the female tore it into bite-size bits and fed 
each of the eaglets.

By the time feathers started replacing their downy coats, the 
eaglets consumed so much food that one parent could not 
supply everything they needed. With these changing demands 
came changing responsibilities. Both parents joined in the 
fishing together, and both carried food back to the nest for their 
young.

Growing Up 
The young eaglets grew quickly and soon 
outweighed their parents. They grew 
restless, jumping from side to side in the 
nest and flapping their wings with all their 
might. Much to their surprise, flapping 
their wings and jumping at the same time 
often lifted them high above the nest!

Occasionally one of the eaglets missed the 
nest on the way down and struggled to 

catch hold of a branch. The wayward eaglet would squawk and 
flap its wings to regain balance as it climbed back into the nest.

One day, one of these unexpected flights found the largest 
eaglet stranded far away on a limb. It was too big to climb back 
into the nest, but too uncertain to fly.

Seeing what happened, one of the parents landed beside the 
helpless eaglet.  

Slowly but steadily, the parent forced the eaglet farther out on 
the limb. The branch started bouncing and wobbling under the 
weight of the two birds. Both parent and offspring spread their 
wings to stay balanced, and then…snap!

The branch broke, and both eagles tumbled toward the earth! 
The young eagle started flapping its wings faster and stronger 
until all of a sudden…it was flying! 

Faithful to the End 
Rearing a nest of eaglets requires a lot of work, such as building 
a nest, incubating eggs, gathering food, and teaching the 
young how to fly. If one eagle slacks off, it makes life harder on 
everyone else. 

Responsibility means taking your job seriously, too. Take 
ownership of your choices and do your very best…so others 
can count on you. 
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time the female folded her wings and plunged after the stick, snatching it out of 
the air before it hit the ground. 

Although the stick-dropping took only a few minutes, the two eagles proved to 
each other that they could be trusted with responsibility.

Rising together into the sky, the two birds seemed to disappear. Higher and higher 
they went until they looked like dark specks against the blue backdrop. Suddenly 
the two birds locked talons, folded their wings, and fell through the sky.

They tumbled and fell until they were just a few hundred feet above the ground, 
then they let go of one another and spread their wings. Now the bond was secure, 
and the two eagles became life-long mates.

Building Together 
The two birds searched out and occupied the top branches of a very tall pine tree. 
The male left while the female guarded their perch. When he returned, the male 
carried several sticks. He carefully placed them within reach of his mate and flew 
away again.

The female knew exactly what to do. She quickly wedged the sticks between the 
branches of the pine tree. Before she had finished, the male returned with more 
sticks. By the time the nest was finished, the two eagles had collected and arranged 
several thousand sticks. Over the next ten years the nest would grow to more than 
10 feet across (3m) and weigh more than 2,000 pounds (900kg)!

Family Duties 
Within a few days, three large eggs appeared in the nest. The female faithfully 
incubated them with her body, keeping them warm during the cool nights and 
shielding them from the sun during the day.

While the female took care of the eggs, the male took 
responsibility for feeding his mate. Every day he went fishing 
and brought food back to the nest. Though the two eagles had 
different roles, each took its job very seriously.

In less than a month, the eggs finally hatched and three little 
eaglets filled the nest. Since the young still required protection, 
the female remained vigilant for another two weeks.

With three additional mouths to feed, the male eagle doubled 
his trips between the river and the nest. Dropping a fish in the 
nest, he watched as the female tore it into bite-size bits and fed 
each of the eaglets.

By the time feathers started replacing their downy coats, the 
eaglets consumed so much food that one parent could not 
supply everything they needed. With these changing demands 
came changing responsibilities. Both parents joined in the 
fishing together, and both carried food back to the nest for their 
young.

Growing Up 
The young eaglets grew quickly and soon 
outweighed their parents. They grew 
restless, jumping from side to side in the 
nest and flapping their wings with all their 
might. Much to their surprise, flapping 
their wings and jumping at the same time 
often lifted them high above the nest!

Occasionally one of the eaglets missed the 
nest on the way down and struggled to 

catch hold of a branch. The wayward eaglet would squawk and 
flap its wings to regain balance as it climbed back into the nest.

One day, one of these unexpected flights found the largest 
eaglet stranded far away on a limb. It was too big to climb back 
into the nest, but too uncertain to fly.

Seeing what happened, one of the parents landed beside the 
helpless eaglet.  

Slowly but steadily, the parent forced the eaglet farther out on 
the limb. The branch started bouncing and wobbling under the 
weight of the two birds. Both parent and offspring spread their 
wings to stay balanced, and then…snap!

The branch broke, and both eagles tumbled toward the earth! 
The young eagle started flapping its wings faster and stronger 
until all of a sudden…it was flying! 

Faithful to the End 
Rearing a nest of eaglets requires a lot of work, such as building 
a nest, incubating eggs, gathering food, and teaching the 
young how to fly. If one eagle slacks off, it makes life harder on 
everyone else. 

Responsibility means taking your job seriously, too. Take 
ownership of your choices and do your very best…so others 
can count on you. 
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OVERVIEW:  Responsibility is essential for becoming a healthy, happy, and productive person, and it is the basis for a 

free and civil society where each person does what he or she is expected to do. This begins at home where children learn to take care 

of their belongings, clean up after themselves, do chores with a good attitude, finish their homework, and resolve conflicts peacefully. 

Encourage your children to take responsibility in “little things” so they are ready for greater opportunities in the future!

CHARACTER QUIZ:   
1.   What are some different roles you play, or “hats” you wear:   _________________   _________________   _________________ 
2.   A responsible person…    a. tells the truth.    b. helps other people.    c. finishes chores.    d. all the above. 
3.   What do bald eagles throw to one another when choosing a mate? _____________________________________________________ 
4.   How do parent eagles care for their young? _________________________________________________________________________ 
5.   What should you do when you realize you made a mistake? ___________________________________________________________

Responsibility  
 

Definition:  Taking ownership of my thoughts, 
words, and actions

I WILL...  

  Know what’s expected.
  Keep my commitments.
  Do my best.
  Not make excuses.
  Correct my mistakes.

The Bald Eagle is 
a great example of
responsibility. Both 
male and female do 
their part to take 
care of the nest, 
their young, and 
one another.
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